
NMD100 Lab- Fall 2012 Self Evaluation Grading 
Rubric
Student Name: _Hillary Cox

Section: (Mark the one you are enrolled in.) --Mon-1001-----

Directions:

1. Assess each of the 7 assignments you have completed for 
nmd100 lab this semester using the following grading rubrics.

2.Save the completed document as

FirstnameLastname_SelfAssessment.pdf

3. Upload the document into your nmd100 media folder.

4. Link to it on your page1.html document- following your 
completed table using the following code:

<a href="media/FirstnameLastname_SelfAssessment.pdf " 
>Self Assessment</a>

Both the completed Assessment form and the completed table 
are

due FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7th at MIDNIGHT.

I will be re-grading this weekend and will not accept 
assignments

after midnight on Friday, December 7th.

Please refer to amyopierce.nmdprojects.net/nmd100/



page1.html if

you have questions about how to populate your tables.

Assignment 1:
Possible 100 points:
Attendance to lab which discussed the topic (unless legitimately

excused): _10__/10 points Participation in lab which discussed 
the topic (unless legitimately

excused): __10_/10 points Reading the assignment description 
and following the parameters of

the assignment correctly: __13_/15 points Submitting the 
assignment on time and in the correct format(s)

(unless given an extension): __15_/15 points Effort to explore 
topic/ Time spent/ Ground covered.

__25_/30 points

 

Follows Proper Naming Conventions: Accepted or Not 
Accepted

Pass / Fail

_16__/20 points

Comments:The project itself (overall aesthetic and technical 
accomplishment): Overall I'm happy with my creative statement 
and bio. I've always enjoyed writing and it comes easily to me 
for the most part, however I've never really liked writing 
anything biographical. It always feels really one-dimensional to 
me because of the format it typically has to be in. If I were 



asked to write a short story that somehow summed up things 
about myself it would probably be about 10x better. That being 
said I think that I did an ok job writing my bio statement. My 
creative statement also turned out pretty well. It covers a story 
that will always stick in my mind, which is a good point to 
explore and present to others.

Total: __89_/100points

Assignment 2:
Possible 100 points:
Attendance to lab which discussed the topic (unless legitimately

excused): _10__/10 points Participation in lab which discussed 
the topic (unless legitimately 

I know there are at least two labs I didn't attend, I can't 
remember which ones however…so if I incorrectly put in 
that I attended a lab and I didn't, I'm sorry! I'm completely 
guessing.

excused): __10_/10 points Reading the assignment description 
and following the parameters of

the assignment correctly: __12_/15 points Submitting the 
assignment on time and in the correct format(s)

(unless given an extension): __15_/15 points Effort to explore 
topic/ Time spent/ Ground covered.

__25_/30 points

The project itself (overall aesthetic and technical 
accomplishment):

Follows Proper Naming Conventions: Accepted or Not 
Accepted

Pass / Fail



Follows Proper Naming Conventions: Accepted or Not 
Accepted

Pass / Fail

__20_/20 points

Comments: Sierra and I took photos of each other for this 
assignment and working with her was really nice. I have to say it 
did end up being rushed and so our result wasn't as great as it 
could have been. Originally I was supposed to work Andrew, 
however he was being really difficult about wanting to meet up 
with me and I knew Sierra needed someone to work with. When 
I ran into her I took the opportunity to get the assignment done 
because it was down to the wire. If everything had gone as 
planned and Andrew had cooperated more I definitely would 
have had time to plan something out. As it was, Sierra and I 
took pictures out on the mall and merely swapped places which 
I notice was specifically mentioned in the assignment outline as 
something not to do. 

Total: _92__/100points

Assignment 3:
Possible 100 points:
Attendance to lab which discussed the topic (unless legitimately

excused): __10_/10 points Participation in lab which discussed 
the topic (unless legitimately

excused): __10_/10 points Reading the assignment description 
and following the parameters of

the assignment correctly: _10__/15 points Submitting the 
assignment on time and in the correct format(s)

(unless given an extension): __15_/15 points Effort to explore 
topic/ Time spent/ Ground covered.



__25_/30 points

The project itself (overall aesthetic and technical 
accomplishment):

Follows Proper Naming Conventions: Accepted or Not 
Accepted

Pass / Fail

__20_/20 points

Comments:This assignment was very challenging for me to 
complete because I kept getting hung up on needing to get all 
my videos within a 24hr time period. I would get about 6 videos, 
have to go to work, be too tired to record any more when I got 
home, and so I would have to start over again the next day and 
try and get 12 in within that time period. Once I talked with you 
and you told me what I had would be fine I definitely felt a lot 
better about the assignment! I really enjoyed looking for 
different things to record. How I took this assignment was to 
look for things I would like to or would normally photograph and 
record them in an interesting way. My favorite video is the one I 
took of the fall leaves in sunlight. If I were to show you my 
photography you would see a lot of things strongly backlit by the 
sun, I really like the effect. And obviously I also really like my 
dogs. One thing I do wish is that I had more free time to go 
places other than campus/my house to record, I would have had 
more interesting videos then. 

Total: __90_/100points

Assignment 4:
Possible 100 points:
Attendance to lab which discussed the topic (unless legitimately



excused): _10__/10 points Participation in lab which discussed 
the topic (unless legitimately

excused): ___10/10 points Reading the assignment description 
and following the parameters of

the assignment correctly: _10__/15 points Submitting the 
assignment on time and in the correct format(s)

(unless given an extension): __15_/15 points Effort to explore 
topic/ Time spent/ Ground covered.

__20_/30 points

The project itself (overall aesthetic and technical 
accomplishment):

Follows Proper Naming Conventions: Accepted or Not 
Accepted

Pass / Fail

_15_/20 points

Comments: While I think I had an alright result with this project I 
do feel that I could have invested more time in it. If I remember 
correctly I was pretty swamped when this was due and it got 
pushed to the back burner until it was due. I do like both my 
natural and creative photo, but there are little things I could 
definitely improve upon. 

Total: _80__/100points

Assignment 5:
Possible 100 points:
Attendance to lab which discussed the topic (unless legitimately

excused): _0__/10 points Participation in lab which discussed 



the topic (unless legitimately I think I missed this lab? 
Possibly?

excused): _10__/10 points Reading the assignment description 
and following the parameters of

the assignment correctly: __10_/15 points Submitting the 
assignment on time and in the correct format(s)(did I submit 
this late?)

(unless given an extension): __10_/15 points Effort to explore 
topic/ Time spent/ Ground covered. 

__27_/30 points

The project itself (overall aesthetic and technical 
accomplishment):

Follows Proper Naming Conventions: Accepted or Not 
Accepted

Pass / Fail

_16__/20 points

Comments: I enjoyed putting this together and learning iMovie. I 
like how it turned out. Even though the videos aren't all 
connected it seems to flow well. I remember in class someone 
mentioning that the up-close shot of my dog was overexposed, 
but I honestly like that in that shot. It's the type of photograph I 
would take and I thought he looked so pretty in the sun. : ] I 
could have invested a little more time in putting my clips 
together and making sure all the requirements were met. 
However I would like to say that I have a solid grasp of how to 
use iMovie. 

Total: _73__/100points



Assignment 6:
Possible 100 points:
Attendance to lab which discussed the topic (unless legitimately

excused): __10_/10 points Participation in lab which discussed 
the topic (unless legitimately

excused): __10_/10 points Reading the assignment description 
and following the parameters of

the assignment correctly: __15_/15 points Submitting the 
assignment on time and in the correct format(s)

(unless given an extension): __10_/15 points Effort to explore 
topic/ Time spent/ Ground covered.

__25_/30 points

The project itself (overall aesthetic and technical 
accomplishment):

Follows Proper Naming Conventions: Accepted or Not 
Accepted

Pass / Fail

__17_/20 points

Comments:This sound assignment was a little challenging for 
me. I had to really think about what would make an interesting 
sound recording. I think I'm very much more visual than auditory 
so I had to take a step back. I wish I had time to go places and 
get more recordings. It's also hard because I always feel really 
socially awkward or like someone will get mad when I walk 
around with a sound recorder or a camera. 

Total: _87__/100points



Assignment 7:
Possible 100 points:
Attendance to lab which discussed the topic (unless legitimately

excused): __10_/10 points Participation in lab which discussed 
the topic (unless legitimately

excused): __10_/10 points Reading the assignment description 
and following the parameters of

the assignment correctly: _13__/15 points Submitting the 
assignment on time and in the correct format(s)

(unless given an extension): __15_/15 points Effort to explore 
topic/ Time spent/ Ground covered.

__24_/30 points

The project itself (overall aesthetic and technical 
accomplishment):

Follows Proper Naming Conventions: Accepted or Not 
Accepted
Pass / Fail

__15_/20 points

Comments:I really liked putting this together and I was 
pleasantly surprised with how it turned out. It seemed to be well 
received in class (mostly because of the cuteness of my dogs) 
which was nice. I could have added a few more loops and 
effects to make it a little more interesting but overall I'm happy 
with it and I invested some time in making it. 

Total: __87_/100points


